Cyrillic-English Transliteration

я: ia (except initial я: Ya (eg Yakov)
е: e (except initial е: Ye (eg Yelena)
ю: iu (except initial ю: Yu (eg Yurii)
ё: e
й: i
ы: y
ч: ch
ж: zh
ш: sh
щ: shch
х: kh
ц: ts
з: z
ь (soft sign): ’
ъ (hard sign): ”

REFERENCES:

Please use either the Harvard author-date system or footnotes (Chicago 16), formatted as below.

Footnotes

Journal article:


Authored book:

Aleksei Chadaev and Kirill Loginov, Plan Putina: Slovar' politcheskikh terminov (Moscow: Yevropa, 2007), 41

Edited volume:

Marianna Tax Choldin and Maurice Friedberg (eds), The Red Pencil (Boston: Unwyn Hyman: 1989).
Chapter in edited volume:


Newspaper article:


Online sources:

Online articles:


Blog posts:


Other online materials:

Use the following examples as a guide:


For more detail, see Chicago Manual of Style, 16th ed. (2010)

Harvard system

In-text citation:
Gorman (2008) argues that ....
OR
... was argued (Gorman 2008).
OR
“Quotation” (Gorham, 2008: 66)
Reference List:

Journal article:


Authored book:


Edited volume:


Chapter in edited volume:


Newspaper article:


Online article:


Blog post:


OTHER:

Please place footnotes after punctuation.